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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

1. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on

sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

2. Claims 1, 17-19 and 21-23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by

Sakamoto, et al (5,719,686). With regard to claim 1, Sakamoto discloses an image processing

apparatus comprising a color scanner unit, shown as element 1-10 of figure 6 and described in

lines 58 through 63 of column 7, which is inherently a read means for reading an original image

as a color image. The apparatus of Sakamoto further comprises a first output means for printing

the image on a printing medium and outputting the image, shown as printer interface 1-11 of

figure 6 and described in lines 64 of column 7 through 8 of column 8, a second output means for

transmitting the image to a communication partner terminal via a facsimile, shown as network

control unit 1-6 of figure 6 described in lines 49-50 of column 7, and a third output means for

outputting the read image data to a connected information processing apparatus, shown as

encode/decode unit 1-4 of figure 6, described in lines 55-57 of column 7. The Sakamoto

apparatus further comprises a designation means for designating a transmission mode, which

inherently sets the read mode, as described in lines 48-50 of column 5. The Sakamoto apparatus

further comprises a color transformation means described in lines 38-40 of column 7. The

Sakamoto apparatus further comprises a compression means described in lines 34-37 of column

7. The Sakamoto apparatus further comprises an inherent selection means for selecting an
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appropriate compression means in accordance with the selected read mode. Said selection means

is shown as element 1-4 of figures 6 and 9 and the selection operation can be clearly seen in

figure 9 where a selection is made between JPEG encoding and MH encoding. Sakamoto further

discloses wherein if a color read mode is designated and the first output means is selected, the

data is transformed from YcrCb to CMY color space, column 10, lines 1-7, and if the second

output is selected, the data is transformed from RGB to YcrCb color space, column 9, lines 16-

26.

3. With regard to claim 17, the Sakamoto apparatus includes a CPU for controlling the

apparatus described in the preceding paragraph, as described in lines 22-23 of column 5, and this

inherently constitutes a control method for said apparatus.

4. With regard to claim 18, the Sakamoto apparatus includes a CPU for controlling the

apparatus, as described in lines 22-23 of column 5, that inherently constitutes a storage medium

which stores program codes which perform the control method of the preceding paragraph.

5. With regard to claim 19, Sakamoto discloses an image processing apparatus comprising a

color scanner unit, shown as element 1-10 of figure 6 and described in lines 58 through 63 of

column 7, which is inherently an input means for inputting color image data. The Sakamoto

apparatus further comprises a transformation means for transforming a color space of the color

image data input by said input means described in lines 38-40 of column 7. The Sakamoto

apparatus further comprises a compression means for compressing the color image data

described in lines 34-37 of column 7. The apparatus of Sakamoto further comprises an output

means for outputting the color image data consisting of a first output means for printing the

image on a printing medium and outputting the image, shown as printer interface 1-11 of figure 6
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and described in lines 64 of column 7 through 8 of column 8, a second output means for

transmitting the image to a communication partner terminal via a facsimile, shown as network

control unit 1-6 of figure 6 described in lines 49-50 of column 7, and a third output means for

outputting the read image data to a connected information processing apparatus, shown as

encode/decode unit 1-4 of figure 6, described in lines 55-57 ofcolumn 7. The transformation

means of the Sakamoto apparatus transforms the color image data input by said input means into

color image data of a color space corresponding to an output destination of said output means as

seen figure 9 where a selection is made between JPEG encoding and MH encoding and the color

transformation is selected accordingly. Sakamoto further discloses wherein if the output means

outputs the color image data to a facsimile communications line, the data is transformed from

RGB to YcrCb color space, column 9, lines 16-26, and if the output means outputs the color

image data to the printer, the data is transformed from YCrCb to CMY color space, column 10,

lines 1-7.

6. With regard to claim 21, Sakamoto discloses, in lines 60-66 of column 6, the encoding of

color images during the copy mode, when the output is not a communication line, and the use of

YCbCr color conversion and JPEG compression for said encoding means, described in lines 37-

41 of column 7. This is inherently a color space that can be transformed more easily than Lab

space.

7. With regard to claim 22, the Sakamoto apparatus includes a CPU for controlling the

apparatus of paragraph 5 above, described in lines 22-23 of column 5, and this inherently

performs the image processing method of said apparatus.
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8. With regard to claim 23, the Sakamoto apparatus includes a CPU for controlling the

apparatus, as described in lines 22-23 of column 5, that inherently constitutes a storage medium

which stores program codes which control said apparatus.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

9. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

10. Claim 2, 3 and 5 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Sakamoto in view of Murai, et al. (6,005,673). With regard to claim 2, Sakamoto discloses, in

lines 48-50 of column 5, the selection of a transmission mode, which inherently sets the read

mode, between a color mode and a monochromatic mode where said monochromatic mode reads

binary data as described in lines 58-61 of column 5. These two read modes correspond to the

color and monochrome read modes of the application. Sakamoto does not disclose a gray scale

read mode. Murai teaches the use of an image input read means comprising a monochrome

scanner that obtains multi-valued image data in lines 18-20 of column 9. This read mode is

inherently the gray scale read mode of the application since multi-valued images are being read.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made

to modify Sakamoto to include a gray scale read mode in addition to the disclosed color and

monochrome read modes. This would allow additional flexibility in the type of image data that

could be read and output.
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11. With regard to claim 3, Sakamoto in view ofMurai discloses the invention as stated in

claim 2. Murai further teaches the color conversion to the L*a*b* or Lab space in lines 66 of

column 6 through 5 of column 7 and the JPEG compression of image data in lines 6 through 12

of column 7 when the color mode is selected and the facsimile output is selected. It would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to use the Lab

color space conversion and JPEG compression when color mode and facsimile output is selected

in order to follow the recommendation of the ITU-T.

12. With regard to claim 5, Sakamoto discloses the invention as stated in claim 1. Sakamoto

further discloses, as stated in lines 39-48 of column 9 and shown in figure 9, that for

monochrome mode no color space conversion is done and MH encoding, a type of run length

coding, is used for compression. Sakamoto, however, does not teach the use of a gray scale read

mode as stated in claim 2. Murai teaches the use of an image input read means comprising a

monochrome scanner that obtains multi-valued image data in lines 18-20 of column 9. This read

mode is inherently the gray scale read mode of the application since multi-valued images are

being read. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Sakamoto to include a gray scale read mode in addition to the

disclosed color and monochrome read modes. This would allow additional flexibility in the type

of image data that could be read and output.

13. Claim 4 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Sakamoto in view

ofMurai in further view of Ito (6,144,763). Sakamoto in view of Murai discloses the invention

as stated in claim 2. Ito further teaches the transformation of gray scale images (referred to by

Ito as monochrome but containing multi-values) to a YCbCr color space, in lines 7-15 of column
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5 and JPEG compression of said images in lines 3-6 ofcolumn 4. It would have been obvious to

one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to use YCbCr color space

conversion and JPEG compression in order to reduce the size of the compressed images in

accordance with Ito's teaching that the Cr and Cb values can be fixed for gray scale images since

said images contain only luminance and no chrominance values.

14. Claims 6-8 and 12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Sakamoto in view of Murai in further view of Ogura (4,860,1 15). With regard to claim 6,

Sakamoto in view of Murai discloses the invention as stated in claim 2. Ogura teaches a copier

apparatus having means, as stated in lines 1-2 of column 5, for setting the desired number of

output copies. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to include means for setting the desired number of output copies so that the

operator of the apparatus would be able to output any desired number of copies.

15. With regard to claim 7, Sakamoto in view ofMurai discloses the invention as stated in

claim 2. Sakamoto further discloses, in lines 30-35 of column 6, a direct copy mode for use with

the color read mode. According to this embodiment, color images are read and output to the

printer, which inherently functions as the 1
st
output means of application, with no color

transformation or compression being performed. The only element not disclosed is the means

for setting the number of output copies for a read of one page. Ogura teaches a copier apparatus

having means, as stated in lines 1-2 of column 5, for setting the desired number of output copies.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made

to include means for setting the desired number of output copies so that the operator of the

apparatus would be able to output any desired number of copies.
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16. With regard to claim 8, Sakamoto in view ofMurai discloses the invention as stated in

claim 2. Sakamoto further discloses, in lines 60-66 of column 6, a memory copy mode for use

with the color read mode. According to this embodiment, color images are read and the read

image data is encoded and stored in memory before being output to the printer, which inherently

functions as the 1
st

output means of application. Sakamoto further teaches, in lines 37-41 of

column 7, the encoding method for color images being that of color conversion to YCbCr and

JPEG compression. The only element not disclosed is the means for setting the number of

output copies for a read of one page. Ogura teaches a copier apparatus having means, as stated

in lines 1-2 of column 5, for setting the desired number of output copies. It would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include means

for setting the desired number of output copies so that the operator of the apparatus would be

able to output any desired number of copies.

17. With regard to claim 12, Sakamoto in view of Murai teaches the invention as stated in

claim 2. Sakamoto further discloses, in lines 16-22 of column 6, the use ofmemory copying for

monochrome images. According to this embodiment, monochrome image data is encoded and

stored in memory before being output to a printer, which inherently functions as the 1
st
output

means of application. Sakamoto further teaches, as stated in lines 34-37 of column 9 and shown

in figure 9, that for monochrome mode no color space conversion is done and MH encoding, a

type of run length coding, is used for compression. The only element not disclosed is the means

for setting the number of output copies for a read of one page. Ogura teaches a copier apparatus

having means, as stated in lines 1-2 of column 5, for setting the desired number of output copies.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made
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to include means for setting the desired number of output copies so that the operator of the

apparatus would be able to output any desired number of copies

18. Claims 9 and 1 1 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Sakamoto in view ofMurai in further view of Ogura in further view of Sugiura, et al

(5,761,394). With regard to claim 9, Sakamoto in view ofMurai in further view of Ogura

discloses the invention as stated in claim 6. Sugiura further teaches a copy operation in which no

color space conversion or compression is done. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to use no color conversion or compression

when the 1
st
output means was selected for one copy of a gray scale image. This would allow for

the single page to be output quickly.

19. With regard to claim 11, Sakamoto in view ofMurai in further view of Ogura discloses

the invention as stated in claim 6. Sugiura further teaches a copy operation in which no color

space conversion or compression is done. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art at the time the invention was made to use no color conversion or compression when the 1
st

output means was selected for one copy of a monochrome image. This would allow for the

single page to be output quickly.

20. Claim 10 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Sakamoto in

view of Murai in further view of Ogura in further view of Ito. Sakamoto in view of Murai in

further view of Ogura discloses the invention as stated in claim 6. Sakamoto in view of Murai

does not teach the use ofYCbCr color space and JPEG compression when the number of output

copies is a plurality of copies, the read mode is gray scale and the first output means is to output

the read image. Ito teaches the transformation of gray scale images (referred to by Ito as
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monochrome but containing multi-values) to a YCbCr color space, in lines 7-15 of column 5,

and JPEG compression of said images in lines 3-6 of column 4. It would have been obvious to

one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to use YCbCr color space

conversion and JPEG compression in order to reduce the size of the compressed images in

accordance with Ito's teaching that the Cr and Cb values can be fixed for gray scale images since

said images contain only luminance and no chrominance values.

21. Claims 13, 15 and 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Sakamoto in view of Murai. With regard to claim 13, Sakamoto discloses the invention as stated

in claim 1. Sakamoto further teaches the use ofMH compression for monochrome mode and

JPEG compression for color mode. This inherently implies a compression format designation

means since multiple compression formats are possible. Sakamoto further teaches, in lines 48-50

of column 5, the selection of a transmission mode, which inherently sets the read mode, between

a color mode and a monochromatic mode where said monochromatic mode reads binary data as

described in lines 58-61 of column 5. These two read modes correspond to the color and

monochrome read modes of the application. Sakamoto does not disclose a gray scale read mode.

Murai teaches the use of an image input read means comprising a monochrome scanner that

obtains multi-valued image data in lines 18-20 of column 9. This read mode is inherently the

gray scale read mode of the application since multi-valued images are being read. It would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify

Sakamoto to include a gray scale read mode in addition to the disclosed color and monochrome

read modes. This would allow additional flexibility in the type of image data that could be read

and output.
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22. With regard to claim 15, Sakamoto in view ofMurai discloses the invention as stated in

claimD. Murai further teaches, in lines 16-22 of column 7, the use of run length compression

without color conversion for gray scale images. Neither Sakamoto nor Murai teach the use of

run length compression and no color conversion for color images. However, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to use no color

space conversion when output to the image processing apparatus is selected for the gray scale

read mode and run length compression is selected since color conversion would not help with

run length compression of gray scale images.

23. With regard to claim 16, Sakamoto in view of Murai discloses the invention as stated in

claim 13. Sakamoto further teaches, in lines 34-37 of column 7, the use of run length

compression with no color space conversion for monochromatic images being output to the

image processing apparatus, which inherently acts as the 3
rd
output means of application.

24. Claim 14 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Sakamoto in

view of Murai in further view of Ito. Sakamoto in view ofMurai discloses the invention as

stated in claim 13. Sakamoto further teaches, in lines 37-41 of column 7, the encoding method

for color images of color conversion to YCbCr and JPEG compression when images are output

to the image processing apparatus, which inherently acts as the 3
rd
output means of application.

Ito further teaches the transformation of gray scale images to a YCbCr color space, in lines 7-15

of column 5, and JPEG compression of said images in lines 3-6 of column 4. It would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to use YCbCr color

space conversion when output to the image processing apparatus is selected for the gray scale

read mode and JPEG compression is selected in order to reduce the size of the compressed
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images in accordance with Ito's teaching that the Cr and Cb values can be fixed for gray scale

images since said images contain only luminance and no chrominance values.

25. Claim 20 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Sakamoto in

view of Murai. Sakamoto discloses the invention as stated in claim 19. Murai further teaches

the transformation to L*a*b* or Lab color space for output to a communication line, see lines 65

of column 6 through 4 of column 7. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to modify the apparatus of Sakamoto to use the Lab color

space transformation for output to a communication line. This would bring the apparatus into

compliance with the standardized system as recommended by the ITU-T.

Response to Arguments

26. Applicant's arguments filed 12/01/03 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive. Applicant argues that Sakamoto does not disclose or suggest that if a color read mode

is designated as a read mode and either first output means or third output means is selected, a

color space to be transformed is different from a color space for a second output means as recited

in independent claims 1,17, and 18. However, as discussed in the above rejections to claims 1,

17, and 18, Sakamoto discloses, in column 10, lines 1-7, transforming data from YcrCb to CMY

before sending data to the printer and further discloses, in column 9, lines 16-26 transforming the

data from RGB to YcrCb color space, column 9, lines 16-26 before sending the data to the

facsimile terminal. As such, Sakamoto does disclose different color spaces for the different

output means, and the rejections to these claims are maintained with the added language to meet

the new limitations of the amended claims.
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27. Applicant further argues that Sakamoto does not disclose or suggest at least that if

compressed color image data is output to a facsimile communication line, a color space to be

transformed is different from a color space to be transformed when the color image data is output

to a destination other than the facsimile communication line, as recited in independent claims 19,

22, and 23. However, as discussed in the above rejections to claims 19, 22, and 23, Sakamoto

discloses, in column 9, lines 16-26 transforming the data from RGB to YcrCb color space when

outputting the data to the facsimile communication line, and further discloses, in column 10,

lines 1-7, transforming data from YcrCb to CMY when outputting the data to the printer. As

such, Sakamoto does disclose a different color space when outputting to the different output

destinations, and the rejections to these claims are maintained with the added language to meet

the new limitations of the amended claims.

28. Applicant further argues that dependent claims 2-16, 20 and 21 are allowable since they

are dependent on allowable base claims. However, since the rejections to the independent claims

have been maintained, the rejections to the dependent claims are maintained as well.

Conclusion

29. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this

Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a).

Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after
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the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this

final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Justin Foster whose telephone number is (703)305-1900. The

examiner can normally be reached on 8:30-5:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, David Moore can be reached on (703)308-7452. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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